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Description / Ref Mercedes Benz G wagon 250 Wolf - 50313

Photo (a gallery of photos
is provided below - where
available)

Details
Just arrived into stock Mercedes G Wagon 250 Wolf

This is a rare example of a high specification vehicle to include;

5x New Hutchinson Bead lock 16" wheels with BF Goodrich Mud Terrain tyres

The Hutchinson wheels are legendary in military Gelandewagen, these wheels are true bead
lock and are also true DOT compliant and street legal. This is about the most rugged wheel
for the G-class trucks.

The additional bolts seen on the edge of the rim is what it means to have a true bead lock.
These bolts are not for show, rather pure function to clamp the tire bead between the two
wheel portions.

This becomes extremely useful to "air-down" or lower the tire pressure to increase the
contact area of the tire which dramatically increases off road traction. Airing-down also
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makes for a much softer ride off road, where the tires soak up many of the smaller bumps
from rocks and crevasses.

The drawback of airing down on conventional wheels is the lower the air pressure drops the
greater the risk of the tire bead coming off the rim, and thus losing the effectiveness of a tire.
At higher speeds this can become dangerous.

These wheels allow for zero tire pressure which still firmly grasping the tires. It would not be
advisable to lower tire pressure on conventional wheels much lower than 18psi, sometimes
12 can be achieved in snow or sand.

However with the Hutchinson's you may easily lower to 7-10 lbs for most situations and 2-3
lbs for snow, sand and loose mud.

Front Heavy Duty Bull Bar
Light Guards to front Indicators and headlights
Flared wheel fenders
Air intake snorkel
4x Forward facing seats
New black canopy

The vehicle has been checked through our workshops and is immediately available

Stock Number: LJ4580 Other vehicles can be supplied to clients specifications , please
contact us to discuss

Videos (if available)

Category Mercedes G Wagons Length 4.5 M

Manufacturer Mercedes Height 1.85 M

Engine OM602 92HP 2.5 Litre
Diesel Width 1.7 M

Gearbox 5 Speed Manual GVW 2,950 Kg's

Brakes Drum Brakes Hrs_Kms 81,425 Km's (approx
51,500 miles)

Steering Power steering LHD Date into Service

Tyres 265/75R16 Year of Manufacture

Max Load Qty Available 1

Electrics 24V Export Requirements ...more SIEL Licence Required
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All prices qoted are GBP U.K. Pounds Sterling Ex. Works excluding VAT where applicable and shipping / associated
costs.

Vehicles advertised are subject to remaining unsold.

All prices quoted are based on "per individual unit" purchased, any reductions on advertised price for multiple item
orders is subject to negotiation and is conducted at the time of inspection or provision of LOI.

Photo's shown above may represent a vehicle type rather than an actual vehicle, vehicles are available serviced and
painted to customers preference

An export licence may be required for items sold to customers outside of the U.K. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON EXPORT LICENCING PROCEDURES

CLICK HERE

FOR INFORMATION ON CURRENT EU EMBARGOES

CLICK HERE
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